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the books of andy mcdermott - the cult of osiris published in the uk by headline 12 november 2009 hardback trade paperback 15 april 2010 paperback published in the us canada as the pyramid of doom by bantam dell, the midas legacy a novel nina wilde and eddie chase book - andy mcdermott is the bestselling author of the nina wilde eddie chase adventure thrillers which have been sold in over 30 countries and 20 languages, hollywood reporter entertainment news - the hollywood reporter is your source for breaking news about hollywood and entertainment including movies tv reviews and industry blogs, russian interference in the 2016 united states elections - the russian government interfered in the 2016 u s presidential election with the goal of harming the campaign of hillary clinton boosting the candidacy of donald trump and increasing political discord in the united states russia s covert activities were first reported by the united states intelligence community in october 2016 and confirmed by the director of national intelligence office
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